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News
Balloons, bunting, gold chains and hi-viz tabards. Those of you who came to the pop-up
shop at the bottom of Monnow Street at the beginning of the month will know how jolly
and interesting the displays were. The shop was smoothly organised by Diana Wilkinson.
At the same time, a stalwart group of litter pickers, ably co-ordinated by Cherry Lewis, went
out onto the streets and byways of the town, gathering 12 full bags of litter in a short
morning.
As an effort to raise the profile of u3a in Monmouth it couldn’t have been better. MP,
Leader of the County Council and Mayor were all there, as shown in the Beacon, and there
was an enthusiastic response from visitors, a number of whom went on to join u3a. We
have had 15 applications to join since. Many thanks to all who took part.
After this success, we have been invited to run a stall to promote u3a at an event being
organised by Bees for Development on the Chippenham Field on Sunday August 1st from
10am until 4pm. If anyone feels that they could help to man the stall during the day, please
contact Diana Wilkinson on 01600 713212.

From the Committee
July Members' Meeting
The committee have decided not to restart the monthly members' meetings at Bridges in
July but will continue to review the controls required to comply with Covid health and safety
rules and how these affect the ability to run a sociable monthly meeting.
The July talk will be held as usual on Zoom. This month's speaker is one of our own
members, Simon Durrant, who will give a talk on Mary Shelley and Frankenstein.
Magazine
It is rather late to submit items for the magazine, but if convenors are able to submit articles
on the activities of their groups, they could be squeezed in. We would also be very
interested in articles about what members might have occupied themselves with during
lockdown. Pictures are very much welcomed.
Please send articles to sncd@outlook.com

Members Meeting
Tuesday 20 July 2021 at 2.30pm Simon Durrant will be talking about Mary Shelley and
Frankenstein.
Most people know about Frankenstein, the story in which a mad scientist develops an
artificial man, who then runs amok. The name has become a metaphor for scientific
irresponsibility. However, far fewer people have actually read the original novel and fewer
still understand how its genesis was rooted in the intellectual debate of the time and arose
out of the particular personal circumstances of its author.
Simon is a former Secondary Head of English and wrote his MA thesis on Frankenstein.
If you would like an invitation to the talk on Tuesday 20 July at 2.30, please
email mikesaunders.mjs@gmail.com

Groups
Science and Technology: Tuesday 13 July at 2.30pm via Zoom
Fossil birds and dinosaurs – the colours of their feathers
Michael J. Benton, Professor of Vertebrate Palaeontology, University of Bristol
In 2010, Professor Benton (Walking with Dinosaurs) was among the first to develop a new
analytical method to identify the colour of feathered dinosaurs. Suddenly the ancient world
came to life! In a new collaboration Mike Benton, working with renowned palaeo-artist Bob
Nicholls, brings to life 15 dinosaurs, birds and pterosaurs from all continents, based on an
intimate study of the skin, scales, and feathers of these ancient beasts.
Please register for this talk by emailing Monmouthu3amembership@gmail.com

u3a National
The latest monthly newsletter from Third Age Trust can be found here
https://mailchi.mp/u3a/your-u3a-national-newsletter-june

